X-RAY DETECTORS

FOR X-RAY IMAGING & BEAM MONITORING

Sydor Technologies provides direct imaging detectors for X-rays
spanning the EUV, soft, tender, and hard X-ray regime.
At Sydor, our product portfolio is designed with the intent to enable complex
measurements for the newest and brightest light sources. Sydor collaborates with world
leading research facilities to bring to market the next generation of imaging detectors
and beam diagnostic equipment.
Our range of imaging detectors provide world leading specifications in performance
metrics such as dynamic range, low noise levels, unique pixel dimensions, and ultrafast
speeds. Applications these products can be used for include, but are not limited to:
dynamic compression, plasma physics, single-shot events, diffraction, ptychography and
spectroscopy.
Sydor Diamond Beam Position Monitors (DBPMs) provide beamline users critical
information including position, flux, and temporal information with measurement
precision down to 0.1% of the beam’s diameter. Standard designs are available for
ambient to UHV environments, each can be flange or stage mounted. Our engineering
design team works with each customer to determine the optimum monitor build given
the beam’s energy range, environmental conditions, and mounting requirements. The
device’s diamond thickness, metallization, and stage mount designs are customized and
built to order.
A sampling of Sydor’s diverse x-ray solutions can be seen below. From picosecond
resolution with X-ray streak and framing cameras to the lowest noise direct photon
sensitive requirements, Sydor has a broad array of solutions to solve your needs. For
further details, please visit our website or inquire for more information today.
SYDOR MM-PAD - Ultra-wide dynamic range (10

8

pho/pix/s)

SYDOR KECK-PAD - 7 MHz, 8 frame, direct x-ray CCD
SYDOR DBPMs - Beam position & flux monitoring
SYDOR DBPM Electronics - Measurement & PID feedback control
SYDOR FAST CCD - Soft X-Ray Imaging @ 120 Hz
SYDOR SPECTRO CCD - 5 μm pixel, high resolution RIXS
SYDOR STREAK CAMERAS - ps resolution for visible and x-rays, 200 GHz
SYDOR PS-GOI IMAGERS - 80 ps gating/exposures & GHz frame rates

From picosecond resolution X-ray streak and framing cameras to
the lowest noise direct photon sensitive detectors...
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X-Ray Detectors
Sydor Spectro CCD

A direct soft x-ray detector that allows for 5-10x improved
spatial resolution in one axis due to its small (5μm) pixel size.
The detector is ideal for low-flux photon-counting applications,
at low x-ray energies such as RIXS. The detector can also offer
advantages for other spectroscopy setups, e.g. von Hamos.

Sydor Fast CCD

A high speed, high QE, and low noise camera for the direct
detection of EUV and soft x-rays. At 120fps, the camera is
~100x faster than competitive systems, with greater collection
efficiency particularly in the 50-1000eV range.

Sydor Keck-PAD

A direct x-ray detector for framing up to 6.6MHz, performing
with low noise and high dynamic range. Just as the MMPAD, this detector is tileable into an n×n array. This detector
is ideal for irreversible experiments with the fast capture and
subsequent readout.

Sydor MM-PAD

An ultra-wide dynamic range detector capable of single photon
counting for tender and hard X-rays, while simultaneously
offering a full well capacity of 4.7 x 107 photons at 8keV. The
tileable design allows nxn array configurations and other
unique geometries, making this detector ideal for diffractive
and time resolved scattering experiments.

Sydor X-Ray Streak & Framing Cameras

Fully integrated imaging systems for the detection of x-rays.
The X-Ray Streak Camera offers a 25mm photocathode,
high uniformity spatial tube, and multi-speed sweep module.
The framing camera provides 2D spatially time-resolved
frames or 1D spectrally resolved images of target features
with frames ranging from 40ps to 1000ps.

Diamond Beam Monitors
for intensity & position monitoring
Model x02
Compact,
lightweight, &
designed for
stage mounting
in non-vacuum
environments.
The x02 is
designed with an
inert gas purge.

Model x04
Compact &
flange mounted
with a 2.125”
CF flange.
The x04 is for
use in UHV
environments.

Model x03
Flange mounted
with a KF, QF, or
NF flange. The
x03 is for use in
inert ambient,
vacuum, or HV
environments.

Model x05
Ultra-compact,
lightweight,
& designed
for stage
mounting.
The x05 is
for use in inert
ambient to UHV
environments.

Sydor Readout Electrometers
Sydor offers an advanced electrometer, the BPMio, to collect
position and intensity data. With the BPMio, monitors are
calibrated to correct for position deviation outside of an allowable
range. The output of the electrometer can be paired to position
controllers to automate feedback once beam movement is
outside the acceptable range. With Sydor’s BPMem, users can
monitor current from up to four different channels at once. It
is ideal for accurate current measurements of diamond beam
monitors, foil monitors, ion chambers and diodes.

About Sydor Technologies
Sydor Technologies is a global leader providing complex measurement solutions that
generate critical results for the world’s most advanced applications in the defense,
energy, ballistics, security, space, and research industries. Established in 2004, Sydor
Technologies is headquartered in Rochester, NY and now supplies systems and support
in over 33 countries. For more information, please visit www.SydorTechnologies.com
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